SUNDAY
2:00: The International Film Series Presents Michelangelo Antonioni's Magnificent Meditation on Meditation: Blow Up, Mart Morris, Area II (Wanek Movie Theater)
With his first English-language film, Antonioni dissected 1960s London and the narcissism lurking behind the idealistic 's. A murder mystery, at least on the surface—a fashionable photographer thinks he has witnessed a murder (and even taken pictures of the event) in the park... but has he? This film goes where most thrillers do not, raising questions not just about whodunit, but also whether anyone dunit, and if we are all seeing the same thing when we look at a picture, a couple in the park... indeed if anything can be "known" about reality at all. Fun and freely post-modern, also suspenseful, with plenty to contemplate afterwards.
3:00 and 8:00: Medea 2.0 (Black Box)
Join the Theatre students for their final production as they present an adaptation of Euripides' Medea. "The natural world has its own order. / And who are we to judge?"
7:00: Story Time: A Night of Original Stories with GSW English, Chase Culler, English, English Students (Wanek Movie Theater)
Want to know what the English students have been up to all summer? In this final reading, they will showcase the final drafts of their original essays, short stories, and poems. Practice your best poetry snaps and get ready to celebrate these students.
8:45: Open Mic Night (Pauline Theatre - HFAC)
Encore!

MONDAY
3:45-5:30: Summerbooks Arrive (Phillips Lobby)
Students can pick up pre-ordered Summerbooks in the lobby of Phillips. Extras will be available for purchase on a first-come, first-served basis.
4:00 and 8:00: Medea 2.0 (Black Box)
Join the Theatre students for their final production as they present an adaptation of Euripides’ Medea. “The natural world has its own order. / And who are we to judge?”
4:00: Yoga, Carrie Hart, Area II, Anna Wallace, Art (Sechrest Gallery)
Come get stretchy at this multi-level yoga class, and learn more about the physical and emotional benefits that yoga practice can provide. Wear clothes that allow for free movement. All levels of experience and flexibility are welcome. Feel free to bring a mat if you have one, but it’s not required.
4:00: Merengue Dancing, Orlando Cela, IM (HFAC 116)
Come learn some basic merengue steps! Bring a partner or just come by yourself and have some fun spinning and twirling. Get ready to sweat! Wear comfortable shoes and clothing. Limited to 24 students.
4:00: Travel: “The Cure to Ignorance”, Alexis Callender, SS, Julia Fiedler, TAC, Tucker Owens, TAC, Rose O’Brien, Guest, Owen Webster, Guest (PH 220)
“The world is a book, and those who do not travel only read one page” – Augustine of Hippo. Julia has traveled to 25 countries in the past 18 months. Tucker has lived abroad for his entire college career. GSW 2013 Alums Rose O’Brien and Owen Webster will share advice and stories from their study abroad experiences. How has travel made them different people? How did they travel on a budget? How do people from around the world feel about America? How does travel impact one’s education and view of the world?
6:30: How to Make your own Film Series: What to Watch/Read after GSW, Chase Culler, English (HC 122)
Tired of binge-watching Riverdale? Want to enrich your reading list and Netflix queue? This seminar will offer tips on how to expose yourself to important works of art after Wednesday’s departure.
6:30: Marxism, Vaporwave, and Spirit Possession, Sabrina Boyer, Area II, Josh Potillo, TAC (PH 216)
We will introduce students to basic Marxist theory and ideas and then use that theory to interpret the genre of Vaporwave and to analyze spirit possession in countries with Free Trade Zones.
9:00: Live Talk Show with Publications (Pauline Theatre)
Come to Pauline to see what Publications has in store: comedy, interviews, and more!

TUESDAY
9:00-10:15: Fancy Dance (Mills Gym)
One last Gov. School dance with your most fancy attire, please.
10:30-1:00: Final Bonding (Wanek)
After a doorframe check at 10:30, students will be allowed to spend time with other in the common areas of Wanek. Get popcorn before 11:00!
1:00 am: Final Curfew (Halls)

WEDNESDAY
Remember to follow check-out procedures! Parents will be allowed in the dorms at 8:30. Students are encouraged to begin packing their belongings prior to parents’ arrival. Parents are encouraged to help pack up while students are in class to ease the moving-out process. After Closing Convocation, please return to the dorm to remove all items, turn in keys, and check out with your TAC. Everyone should check out by noon.